– Assembly Meeting –
Wednesday, October 30th, 2019
7:00 pm - School of Nursing, Rm. 108

Agenda
1. Motion #1 – Approval of the Agenda of the meeting of October 30th, 2019
2. Motion #2 – Approval of the Minutes of the meeting of October 9th, 2019
3. Speaker’s Business
4. Guest Speakers
a. Cultural Safety and Health Care: Presented by Marina Scott (4th Year
Nursing Student); Contributors: Dr. Mary Smith, PhD, NP-PHC (Associate
Professor) & Kiowa Berhardt (4th Year Nursing Student)
5. President’s Report: President Julia Kruizinga
6. Vice President’s Report
a. Vice President, Operations: Deborah Wang
b. Vice President, University Affairs: Victoria Schoular
7. Statements by Members
8. Question Period
9. Business Arising from the Minutes
10. New Business
11. Discussion Period
a. Interprofessional Education
12. Speakers Closing
13. Adjourn
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Motion Sheet
Motion #1 – That NSS Assembly Approve the Agenda of the meeting of October 30th,
2019.
Moved By: Deborah Wang

Seconded By: Julia Kruizinga

Motion #2 – That NSS Assembly Approve the Minutes of the meeting of October 9th,
2019.
Moved By: Deborah Wang

Seconded By: Julia Kruizinga

Motion #3 – That NSS Assembly formally ratifies Brianna Hollis to the position of
Events Commissioner.
Moved By: Julia Kruizinga

Seconded By: Deborah Wang

Motion #4 – That NSS Assembly formally ratifies Julia Testani to the position of
Interprofessional Commissioner.
Moved By: Julia Kruizinga

Seconded By: Deborah Wang
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The President of the Nursing Science Society
Report to Assembly
Julia Kruizinga
president@nss.queensu.ca
Hello Lovely Assembly,

It is almost week 8 and that means we are more than halfway through the semester, which is
hard to believe. It’s been incredible to see you all in your positions and the persistent dedication
from our nursing council. I know most of you are looking forward to the fall term break and
getting caught up on work or taking a break from school and looking forward to the home
stretch of this semester. I know this time of the year can get quite busy, so feel free to reach out
if you need a study buddy or a coffee break. Remember to keep everything in perspective and be
thankful, these years of your life are such a unique time and you have the ability to make the
most of them. Here are a few updates from my side:
New Crest

I hope you all had the chance to check out the
fresh new crest painted outside of the School of
Nursing – just in time for Homecoming weekend!
HUGE thanks to the NSS Executive team (Alex,
Deborah & Victoria) and VPUA Intern Chelsea for
all your support, time and energy. We had a LOT
of fun and hope the tradition carries on!

Fall Preview
Dates set for November 2nd and 3rd. We are looking for a few NSS members to be in the NSS
lounge and talk about our services, ways to get involved etc. If you’re interested, please let
myself or Victoria know!
AMS
AMS was rescheduled from Thursday, October 10th to Tuesday, October 15th. We heard from
guest speaker Terri Shears about the updated Sexual Violence Policy. If you have any questions
about it, please let me know!
Other notable mentions:
•
•
•

Principal’s conversation
Approval of fees to be added to the referendum
Approval of clubs
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•

Approval of motion against the Alcohol Policy

Student Choice Initiative
I am currently reviewing the data on opt-out rates in order to make suggestions for marketing
and advertising next year. The executive team and the Class Presidents/councils also met this
past week to discuss pinning funding and the Student Choice Initiative and how it will affect
future funding.
Global Health Director
I will be sitting on the Global Health Director hiring panel, alongside Ali Daschko (current
GHD). By next assembly, we should be able to officially announce the incoming Global Health
Director for 2019-2020.
Intern Meeting
The Executive team and NSS Interns had our first meeting this past Friday. We discussed
exciting plans for the upcoming semester and some fun potential projects to collaborate on. We
look forward to working with them over the next few weeks in their roles and helping them
make the most out of their experience with the NSS.
Yearbook Photo
Booked for 1:30 on November 10th (arrive at 1:15). Ideas for potential uniform or colour
scheme? Yay, look forward to seeing you all there!

That’s all for now, have a safe and lovely Fall Term Break!

Vincat Scientia Morbos,
Julia Kruizinga
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The Vice President, Operations
Report to Assembly
Jia-Shiuan (Deborah) Wang
vpops@nss.queensu.ca
Hello everyone!

Hope everyone had a fun and safe HOCO! Seeing the alumni come back were extremely cute,
especially the veteran alumni were adorable! As exam season gets closer and winter is drawing
near, I encourage you all to take care of yourselves, reflect upon how things are going, and look
forward!
Commissioner Interviews – October 9th & 16th, 2019
Interviewed and hired commissioners! So excited to have them start working with us!
Class Council Meeting – October 16th, 2019
Meeting focused on funding and changes regarding funding for Pinning ceremonies. Drafted a
few ideas and will email AMS regarding class council specific emails.
Executives and Intern Meeting – October 18nd, 2019
The meeting went well! Went over expectations, goals, and potential projects!

P.S. Just thought this would be funny for this week J

Vincat Scientia Morbos.

All the best,

Jia-Shiuan (Deborah) Wang
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The Vice President, University Affairs
Report to Assembly
Victoria Schoular
vpua@nss.queensu.ca

Hi Everyone!
Fall Preview
Fall Preview will occur November 2nd and 3rd! Julia and I have met with Barb and Cheryl to start
planning it. We do need a few more volunteers for the 3rd (the Sunday) if anyone is interested in
volunteering please let Barb know!
AMS Meeting
Julia and I attended an AMS meeting on October 15th. At this meeting we approved new changes
to the AMS constitution. We also approved new motions for fees, ratified 51 new clubs and
approved a new ORT budget.
Commissioner Interviews
Deborah and I held interviews for the new commissioner positions! We are excited to welcome
Julia Testani as the new Interprofessional Commissioner and Brianna Hollis as the new Events
Commissioner!
Class Council Meeting
We met with all Class Council Presidents last week to discuss the effects of the Student Choice
Initiative on Pinning and Formal funding.
Class Council Results
Year 1 Class Council results are back! We look forward to inviting the new council to assembly!
We will need to meet with the council to hire the remaining positions.
Applications
Executive and Senator Applications have been released! They are due October 28th! There will be
a campaigning period followed by an election period! We have to hire the rest of AST 3 and Year
1 Class Council!
VPUA Intern
This past Friday we met with our new interns! We started brainstorming some ideas for their
intern project. We also discussed our roles and what they can expect for the year!
New Crest!
The Executive was happy to paint the crest outside of the School of Nursing Building for
Homecoming! If you haven’t seen it yet, be sure to check it out! J
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I hope everyone takes some well deserved time to rest on your reading break!

If you have any questions, please feel free to ask!

Vincat Scientia Morbos,
Victoria Schoular
NSS Vice President, University Affairs
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The Presidential Intern
Report to Assembly

Francesca Sestito
intern.president@queensu.ca

Hey everyone, hope you are all having a good week! I wanted to reintroduce myself for those of
you that don’t know me. My name is Fran and I am the presidential intern for the NSS this year.
Throughout this next week I along with the other interns will be starting a project within the
NSS. We are going to send out an email to all of you with all the information about it but for now
I will briefly explain what it’s all about. It requires those of you who would like to participate to
send a photo of yourself along with answers to some fun questions that will be sent out in the
email. Once we collect all the answers and pictures, we will print them and put them up in the
nursing lounge. This is just a small project that recognizes everyone on the NSS and a fun way to
learn some things about each other.
I hope everyone chooses to participate! Enjoy your fall break J

Vincat Scientia Morbos,
Francesca Sestito
Presidential Intern 2019
Queen’s Nursing Science Society
Email: Francesca.sestito@queensu.ca
Queen’s University
Kingston, Ontario
Queen's University is situated on traditional Anishinabe and Haudenosaunee Territory.
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The Vice President, Operations Intern
Report to Assembly
Chelsea Li
intern.vpops@nss.queensu.ca

Hi everyone! I hope you guys all had a nice homecoming or just weekend if you didn’t go
out.
Last Friday, the interns had their first meeting with Julia, Victoria and Deborah where
we discussed some projects we wanted to do for the upcoming term. Our first project is
to try and to update the NSS photos in the NSS lounge, so in the following few days
you’ll receive an email with more information about it. In the upcoming weeks, I’ll also
be updating some of the old links in the NSS site and tweaking a few things as well.
I hope everyone enjoys their fall break!
Vincat Scientia Morbos,
Chelsea Li
Queen’s Nursing Science Society
Email: 18csl4@queensu.ca
Queen’s University
Kingston, Ontario
Queen's University is situated on traditional Haudenosaunee and Anishinaabe territory.
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The Vice President, University Affairs Intern
Report to Assembly

Yu Xuan (Vivian) Chi
intern.vpua@nss.queensu.ca
Hello everyone!
I hope your week has been going well. My name is Vivian and I am the intern for the Vice
President of University Affairs this year.
Throughout this next week I along with the other interns will be working on the short project of
updating the NSS members board. An email will be sent out to you all with all the information
about it. It requires everyone who wants to participate to send a photo of yourself along with
answers to some fun questions. The fun questions will be sent along with more information in
the email coming soon. After the pictures printed and put up on the board.

Vincat Scientia Morbos,
Yu Xuan (Vivian) Chi
NSS Vice President, University Affairs Intern
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Student Senator
Report to Assembly
Alex Troiani
senator@nss.queensu.ca

Greetings Assembly,
QNRC
Our club has been approved!!! We had our first executive meeting today.
Nursing Crest
We painted our Nursing crest last Tuesday before homecoming! Be sure to check it out.
Best Regards,
Alex Troiani
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Academics and Professional Development Commissioner
Report to Assembly
Michaela Patterson
academics@nss.queensu.ca
Academics Update
•
•
•
•

Extending NSS Award application
Study buddies applications have closed
Planning interview questions for study buddies
Study buddies sessions for statistics was a success!
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Health and Wellness Commissioner
Report to Assembly
Jennie Riddell
healthandwellness@nss.queensu.ca
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Social Issues Commissioner
Report to Assembly
Marina Scott
social_issues@nss.queensu.ca
Hello Everyone,
NSS Cultural Safety Training: I hope everyone enjoyed the presentation, that you have greater
insight into cultural competence that you take with you into your future clinical practice! I
would like to thank Dr. Mary Smith, Assistant Professor with the School of Nursing for
reviewing and being an advisor for this presentation. I would also sincerely like to thank Kiowa
Bernhardt, 4th Year Queen’s Nursing Student for her knowledge, expertise and contribution to
this presentation.
Cultural Appreciation, not Appropriation Campaign: I just wanted to bring this campaign by the
AMS from October 28 – November 2 and have a variety of events and initiates throughout the
week aimed at to promote “Community Building & Socializing/Networking, Cultural
Appreciation & Education, and Advocacy that takes into account the intersections of race and
ethnicity within individual identity, in connection to other social initiatives and aims”. One of
events is a Cultural Night on October 30 from 4pm – 7:30pm that includes a variety of
performances, food and booths from various social justice clubs. If any has any further questions
you can either contact myself or event organizers, Buni Samuels, AMS Social Issues
Commissioner at sic@ams.queensu.ca or Scott Schrempf, AMS Director of Clubs at
clubs@ams.queensu.ca.
Mental Health in Health Care Professions: I had lovely a lovely time sharing my experiences
with end-of life at this event. I spoke with the event organizers and they shared that they would
be happy to work with the NSS and nursing students nursing-led interprofessional events in the
future.
Canadian Mental Health Association’s Not Myself Today: As I had previously mentioned as at
assembly, Allison Mackay is implementing the “Not Myself Today” program for the School of
Nursing. Jennie Riddell and I meet with her on October 16 and had a great conversation about
the integration of the initiative within the student body. We also had conversation about
possible future involvement of the program within National Nursing Student’s Week and within
the De-Stress Event, but we are awaiting the further project planning.
De-Stress Event: I am excited to be collaborating with the School of Nursing to run this event. I
have been in contact with Cheryl Pulling and Justine Mayhew to arranging further details, but
we are hoping of running the event Thursday, November 28th from 1030 to 1400 as a I
mentioned in the Facebook post in the “NSS Council 2019” Facebook page.
I hope everyone has a wonderful reading week!
Thanks so much,
Marina Scott [she/her/hers]
Social Issues Commissioner
Queen's University is situated on traditional Haudenosaunee and Anishinaabe territory.
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CNSA Official and Associate Delegates
Report to Assembly
Amy Rowe & Remi Grnak
cnsa@nss.queensu.ca

Hello everyone!

Social Media:
-

Posted intros to ourselves on Instagram
Facebook page got a new look!

National Nursing Students’ Week:
“Celebrating student leadership and innovation”
-

-

Survey has been made. Will release it closer to NNSW, as well as more details about
the theme of the week
o Survey asks for students year and name, and would allow students to
nominate a friend who has shown leadership or innovation at Queens OR in
Nursing
o Nominated individuals would be put in a draw for a prize
Events:
o Planning an event at Clark with
Eng (Still trying to meet up with
someone to plan)
o Looking into potentially doing
something with the School of
Rehab Therapy (Email sent)
o Work with Four Directions for
Indigenous Nursing Students’ Day
(November 19th)
o ASL Class
o Puppy Therapy
o Zumba/dance class
o Tri-colour tie dying (Potentially
art therapy, or art related event at
the Art Gallery)

Ontario Regional conference:
“Advocating for the mental health of nurses”
Novemeber 8th – 10th
-

Marissa, Amy and Remi will be attending
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Remi Grnak & Marissa Kuipers
CNSA delegates
Queen's University is situated on traditional Anishinaabe and Haudenosaunee Territory.
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Head Cape, Nursing Orientation Week
Report to Assembly
Mackenzie Peirce
nursingorientation@ams.queensu.ca
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Director of Global Health
Report to Assembly
Ali Daschko
16ad74@queensu.ca
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Year 2 Class President
Report to Assembly
Nathaniel Gumapac
17nnpp@queensu.ca
Hello Assembly,
This week my CC and I have been working diligently on our orders. All in all projected to be
extremely successful; we’re slated to sell 50 sweaters and 15 shirts, and making around $1,200+
from that. Thank you for all of your support! More numbers to come, but we’re handling ~150
orders with a total of around $25,000 to transport in every direction. Just need to finish
collecting money and send in the forms to the appropriate people, they’ll be in by Late
November.
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Year 3 Class President
Report to Assembly
Nicole Burgess
14nckb@queensu.ca

Hello everyone!
Happy Week 7! Over halfway J
Fundraising/Events
•
•

Nursing photos Friday 18 October 2019
End of semester lunch – November 22, 2019 (11:30-1:00pm)
o Raffle (1 ticket/$3; 3 tickets/$10)

Pinning/Formal Committees
•

Meeting on October 31, 2019 at 2:30pm
o Discuss fundraisers for next semester
o 50/50 tickets + brainstorm more

Vincat Scientia Morbos,
Nicole Burgess [she/her]
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Year 4 Class President
Report to Assembly
Caitríona Buckley
caitríona.buckley@queensu.ca
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AST Year 3 Class President
Report to Assembly
Amy Edmunds
18amke@queensu.ca
•
•
•

Hiring for VP fundraising and VP logistics, applications are open until November 1st
In the process of setting up a bank account through RBC
Class council meeting this week to start planning a wellness event
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AST Year 4 Class President
Report to Assembly
Julia Leader
13jsl6@queensu.ca
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Date:

Time: 7:02

October 30, 2019

Minutes Taker (Position): Deborah Wang (Vice President, Operations)
Purpose of Meeting: NSS Assembly Meeting
In Attendance:
✓Julia Kruizinga (President)
✓ Victoria Schoular (Vice President,
University Affairs)
✓ Deborah Wang (Vice President,
Operations)
✓Alex Troiani (Senator)
✓ Francesca Sestito (Presidential Intern)
✓ Chelsea Li (VPOPs, Intern)
✓ Vivian Chi (VPUA, Intern)

☐ Michaela Patterson (Academic &
Professional Development
Commissioner)
✓ Marina Scott (Social Issues
Commissioner)
☐Jennie Riddell (Health and Wellness
Commissioner)
✓ Brianna Hollis (Events Commissioner)
✓ Julia Testani (Interprofessional
Commissioner)
✓ Mackenzie Peirce (Head Cape)
✓ Francesca Manalo (Director of Global
Health)
✓ Remi Grnak (CNSA Official Delegate)
✓Marissa Kuipers (CNSA Associate
Delegate)

✓ Caitriona Buckley (Class of 2020 Class
President)
✓ Nicole Burgess (Class of 2021 President)
✓ Nathaniel Gumapac (Class of 2022
President)
☐ Julia Leader (AST 2020 Class President)
✓ Amy Edmunds (AST 2021 Class
President)
✓Liam Murdock (Class of 2023 President)

Meeting Minutes

of each member to put in NSS lounge and on
FB.

7:02 Motion #1: amendment to ratify
Francesca Manalo as Director of Global Health
as Motion #5. Omnibus Motion #3,4, and 5.
Approval of Motion #1. Carries.

7:30 VPOPs Intern. Website: will update links
and tweak some things in upcoming weeks.

7:02

Approval of Motion #2. Carries.

7:31 VPUA Intern. Report: will start putting
together reports so send it to
intern.vpua@nss.queensu.ca.

7:02

Guest Speaker: Marina Scott.

7:22 President’s Report. November
Newsletter: going out later this week and
Francesca (intern) with President will release on
November 1st. Sharing Agreements: drafted for
CC Presidents in light of pinning and graduation
fees; changes in current fee description.
Elections: campaigning for executives will start
next week. Year-Book Photos: black bottoms
with white tops and optional jackets.
Administration and SON: professor stepping
into health and wellness role (Denise); starting
compassion newsletter, student wellness coach
to increase mental health for Nursing students
(not counselor but has many resources and skills
to benefit students; hours are in newsletter). Day
with Dean: write submission to follow Dean.
Open Forum: University dean is holding an
open forum / conversation to listen to changes
and student voices in the entire university.
7:27

VPOPs Report.

7:28 VPUAs Report. Fall Preview: this
weekend (Nov 2,3) and if you are interested in
volunteering, contact Barb Bolton. Year 1 CC
President: welcome Liam Murdock! AST 3 CC:
still hiring. Other hired positions: welcome Julia
Testani and Brianna Hollis. Open positions:
Senator is still open (2-year position).
7:29 Presidential Intern Report. Intern
Project: will send out email with questions
entire council will answer and potentially photo

7:31 Senator Report. QNRC: first meeting last
week and will set up details, looking for a club
to be in SNS and start up for next term. Nursing
Crest: in front of building and newly coloured.
Scholarship: new scholarship who are first
generation students from Kingston to get a full
scholarship.
7:32 Social Issues Commissioner Report.
AMS Cultural Appreciation Campaign:
numerous events, if you have any questions,
email Social Issues Commissioner. Canadian
Mental Health Association: integration of
initiative into student body with potential of
CNSA collaboration into NNSW and potential
collaboration de-stress event in November.
De-Stress Event: November 28th from
1030-1400!
7:34 CNSA OD & AD Report. Ontario
Regional Conference: next week going to
Ottawa. NNSW: fast approaching in week 11;
still trying to get involved with various groups
such as Four Directions, Agnes Art Gallery, and
Rehab Therapy group.
7:36 Year 2 CC President Report. Sweater
Sale: doing very well. BP Cuffs: coming in
second week of December. Events: will start
planning events.
7:38 Year 3 CC President Report. Photoshoot
Event: went well. End of Semester Lunch: Nov
22, week 11, planning still underway. Pinning
Council: will be having meeting.

7:38 AST Year 3 CC President Report.
Hiring for CC: applications are open until this
Friday (Nov 1). Bank Account: will start up
account.
7:39 Head Cape Report. Last meeting. Head
Cape hiring tonight and NOC on Friday.
7:40 Year 4 CC President Report. 50/50
Tickets: still selling up to Monday of week 12
with $2.00/each. Graduation Jackets: just
released and can buy zip-up sweater and can
wear during integrated practicum (Cheryl
approved). Formal: booked Harbour.
7:41 Year 1 CC President Report. First
meeting and introduced self.
7:41 Question Period. Year 3 CC President:
where is student wellness coach located? There
is time but no location. President: building right
next to SON in SOM (not too sure, will confirm
and resend out information). Year 3 CC
President: year-book photo location? President:
will give feedback. / Will have end of year
celebration so will update when details have
been confirmed.
7:43 New Business. Motion #3-5 omnibus.
Julia Testani (Interprofessional Commissioner),
Brianna Hollis, Francesca Manalo. Head Cape:
if you were not in nursing, what other program
would you want to be in? IP: kin. Events: Public
Policy and Law. Global Director of Health:
Physics. Year 2 CC President: which book is
your least favourite? President: what is
something someone doesn’t know about you?
Events: have donkeys and llamas. Global
Director of Health: past allergy of eggs. IP:
climbed a mountain in BC. Approval of Motions
#3-5. Carries.
7:48 Discussion Period. President: brief
discussion about IP (interprofessional)

education; want to do speaker series with
different programs about different types of IP
topics -- asked if members had ideas or health
topics that would be of interest; already have
skill based education speakers. Senator:
advanced practice nurse--nurses with advanced
practices such as wound care nurse; related to
what you can do beyond profession. Events:
digitalization of hospital records,
communication with other HCPs but how
technology is changing communication; also
how to communicate with computer
programmers. President: optimizing role in
interprofessional team, how to manage conflict;
think bigger ideas with changing scopes of
practice and its impact; can be broader about
cultural competence and about roles; what can
we learn from other positions. Head Cape: self
care as a HCP and the different ways we can
deal with that. Social Issues Commissioner:
self-care and mental health discussion is
important, collaboration with occupational
therapists helped; integrating cultural
awareness; ethics in the legal system -community legal agencies and the policies and
procedures around that and the HCP’s roles and
responsibilities. President: how to deal with
conflicts with personal beliefs and the legal
systems upon ethics; how to advocate for patient
when another health care professional doesn’t
agree. Events: intergenerational communication;
being able to communicate with other
professionals which has a generational gap and
how to address conflict in that position. Year 3
CC President: learning how each profession
advocates for their patient--communication and
ethics of that; what is everyone’s goal of care
and the different lens and approaches of various
health care professionals. President: other
ideas? Year 3 CC President: second year, case
studies would be helpful with a lot of
collaboration with other professionals--where
nurses fit in a whole team. Social Issues
Commissioner: other health care providers
actually come in and talk about their priorities

and their roles in a case study--better insight.
President: any other thoughts or ideas, email
president@nss.queensu.ca.
7:58 Speaker’s Closing. There is assembly
next Wednesday and reports will be due this
Saturday at 5:00 pm.
7:58 Motion to Adjourn. Moved by Year 2
CC President and approved by Senator.

